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Abstract

Background: Apathy, a prevalent and clinically relevant symptom in neurodegenerative disease, is often evaluated by the instrument Apathy Evaluation Scale (AES). However, this instrument has not been translated into Swedish, halting clinical and research efforts. Furthermore, previous studies lack analyses of some basic properties such as the legitimacy of a total score, or have analyzed dimensionality by questionable methods.

Aim: To translate and psychometrically evaluate a Swedish version of the AES.

Method: The AES was translated and its psychometric properties were tested in the Swedish BioFINDER study, including cognitively well elderly, subjects with mild cognitive or parkinsonian symptoms. Psychometric analyses were conducted according to classical test theory (CTT) and aimed to resemble those performed in the English original study by Marin et al, 1991. Dimensionality was additionally analyzed on a matrix of polychoric correlations and parallel analyses.

Results: Data indicate that the Swedish AES performs satisfactorily regarding data completeness, scaling assumptions, targeting and reliability. Principal component analyses (with parallel analysis) of polychoric correlation matrices identified a single component. Convergent and discriminative validity correlations accorded with a priori expectations.

Conclusions: The study provides initial support that this Swedish AES performs similarly to the English original and exhibits acceptable psychometric properties according to CTT, including supported unidimensionality, and may be adopted for use in clinical and research settings.
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Background
Historically, apathy has been a relatively neglected neuropsychiatric symptom, but is now gaining increased attention in neurodegenerative disease research (1). Apathy is a prevalent neuropsychiatric symptom in neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s (AD) and Parkinson’s disease (PD) (2, 3). It is already common in mild cognitive impairment (MCI), with prevalence rates varying between 11-53% in hospital-based samples (4). Few studies have addressed apathy in healthy elderly, but existing studies suggest that apathy increases with age in otherwise healthy subjects (5). Moreover, apathy has been associated with increased caregiver distress (6, 7), worse performance in activities of daily living (8) and earlier institutionalization (9), making it a clinically highly relevant condition. Apathy has also been associated with an increased risk of progression from MCI to dementia, suggesting that these patients should be more closely observed (10-13).

The fact that apathy for long has been a neglected condition could possibly be due to lack of a clear definition and diagnostic criteria. During the early 1990s, Marin defined the syndrome of apathy as “lack of motivation not attributable to disturbance of intellect, emotion, or level of consciousness”, whereas it should be considered a symptom if related to one of the latter conditions (14, 15). He further proposed diagnostic criteria for the syndrome, which in short comprise a “reduction in overt behavioural, cognitive and emotional concomitants of goal-directed behaviour” (15).
These criteria have later been revised (16, 17), but consensus is still lacking.

Several instruments have been developed to assess apathy (18, 19). One of the most widespread and studied instruments is probably the Apathy Evaluation Scale (AES) developed by Marin et al, 1991 (20). It covers affective, behavioral, and cognitive aspects of apathy during the past 4 weeks. The scale was primarily developed for use among people aged above 55 and has been evaluated among, e.g., people with AD, PD, cerebrovascular disorders, major depression, schizophrenia and in healthy elderly (18, 19). The AES is available for three different rater sources including a clinician-administered semi-structured interview version (AES-C), a self-rated form (AES-S) and an informant-rated form (AES-I) for completion by proxies. The different rater sources cover the same 18 items (Figure 1) with 4 ordered responses categories ("Not at all", "Slightly", "Somewhat” and "A lot”; scored 1-4, respectively). Following reversed scoring for 3 items, item scores are summed into a total score ranging between 18-72 (higher scores=more apathy). This requires that there are no missing item responses (15).

While the AES has been used in several countries (21-26), a version for a Swedish context is lacking, halting clinical and research efforts. Furthermore, available psychometric analyses of the AES have not addressed basic properties such as the assumptions underpinning the legitimacy of creating a simple summed total score, and assessments of scale dimensionality have been based on procedures that do not take the ordinal properties of data into consideration.

**Aims**
To translate the original AES-S and AES-I into Swedish versions, evaluate and compare their psychometric properties with findings from the original (15), and expand these analyses to more fully understand the appropriateness of the AES according to classical test theory (CTT) (27). This study does not comprise the AES-C.

**Patients and Methods**

The study was approved by the local ethical review board and was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants gave their written consent.

*Translation of the AES*

The original English source version of the AES-S and AES-I were translated into Swedish using a forward-backward translation procedure. AES was first translated into Swedish by a bilingual Swedish clinician (author). A second bilingual person (university educated language and philosophy teacher) then back-translated the Swedish translation into English. A third bilingual translator (university educated engineer) then retranslated the English versions into Swedish. These Swedish versions were then compared with the first Swedish versions and reconciled in relation to the original English versions in collaboration with a fourth bilingual clinician (author). Based on this translation, some modifications in wording were made to produce Swedish versions of the AES-S and AES-I.

*Sample*

Participants were recruited from the longitudinal and prospective Swedish BioFINDER study (www.BioFINDER.se) using its cohorts of cognitively healthy
elderly controls (HC) (n=226), people without dementia but with mild cognitive symptoms (MCS) (n=201), and with parkinsonian symptoms (PS) (n=88) (for flowchart see Figure 2).

HCs were recruited by random sampling from the population-based Malmö Diet and Cancer Study, Sweden (28). HCs were aged ≥60 years, had no complaints of cognitive dysfunction, did not fulfill the criteria for MCI or any other dementia, spoke Swedish well enough to not need a translator and had a Mini Mental Status Examination (MMSE) score ≥27. The MCS sample was recruited consecutively at three memory outpatient clinics in southern Sweden, and comprised people who were referred due to cognitive symptoms experienced by the patient or an informant, were aged 60-80 years, had MMSE scores >23 and who did not fulfill dementia criteria. The MCS sample was stratified into subjective cognitive decline (SCD, no measurable cognitive deficit) or MCI according to consensus criteria (29) by a senior neuropsychologist based on a neuropsychological test battery. For both the HC and the MCS cohorts significant unstable systemic illness or organ failure making it difficult to participate, significant alcohol or substance abuse or refusing lumbar puncture constituted exclusion criteria. For the HC cohort additional exclusion criteria were significant neurological or psychiatric disease, and refusing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). MCS subjects refusing neuropsychological assessment at baseline were also excluded, as well as those with a cognitive impairment at baseline that with certainty could be explained by another condition than a neurocognitive disease. Inclusion and exclusion criteria, as well as the stratification process, have previously been described (30).
The PS sample was recruited at a South-Swedish university hospital neurology outpatient clinic. Participants were included in the study and followed repeatedly for up to 6 years if they fulfilled the diagnostic criteria of PD, PD with dementia (PDD) or Lewy body dementia (DLB) (31-33), including those with early parkinsonian symptoms. Exclusion criteria were significant unstable systemic illness and current significant alcohol or substance abuse.

Assessments and procedures
The BioFINDER cohorts are subjected to thorough clinical evaluations including cognitive testing, neurological and psychiatric assessments, cerebrospinal fluid and blood biomarker analyses and imaging techniques (www.BioFINDER.se). The AES-S and AES-I were distributed by mail to the MCS sample. The HC and PS samples completed the AES-S at a study visit (HCs at baseline and PS at baseline or follow-up) and were instructed to ask a close relative to complete the AES-I shortly after the visit and return it by mail. The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) was administered at baseline or follow up visits (see above) to evaluate symptoms of depression (HADS-D) and anxiety (HADS-A) (34). HADS, which is a well established assessment tool, consists of 14 items. Seven items relate to depression (HADS-D) and seven to anxiety (HADS-A). Each item is scored 0-3, the higher the score the more severe symptomatology (34, 35). A trained nurse assessed basic cognitive status according to the MMSE (36).

Analyses
The Swedish AES-S and AES-I were psychometrically tested according to CTT (27, 37-42). Except for the assessment of data completeness, people with missing item
responses were excluded in these analyses.

Data completeness, an indicator of scale acceptability among respondents, was assessed by calculating the percentage of missing data for each item and the total scores (37). Up to 10% missing item responses has been considered acceptable (38). Scaling assumptions were tested to assess if item scores legitimately can be summed to a total score. This was addressed by calculating item mean scores, standard deviations (SDs), and corrected item-total correlations. According to CTT principles, scoring assumptions are met if item means and SDs are roughly equal and if corrected item-total correlations exceed 0.3 (27). In addition, total scores are based on the assumption that all items represent the same underpinning variable, i.e. that they are unidimensional (39). To examine the dimensionality of the two AES versions, we first aimed to replicate the approach used in the original validation of the AES (20) by employing a principal component analysis (PCA) (presumed use of varimax as rotation method and eigenvalue >1, rotation and criteria not specified by Marin et al, 1991) to identify the number of components. However, this traditional PCA approach is based on a matrix of inter-item Pearson correlations, which assumes at least interval level variables and is inappropriate for ordinal variables such as item level data (40). Furthermore, the eigenvalue >1 rule of thumb is known to be biased and tends to identify too many components, particularly when used with ordinal data (39). Hence, we also conducted a complementary PCA based on a matrix of polychoric correlations (41, 42), and determined the number of components (dimensions) based on parallel analysis (PA) (41, 42).

Targeting, which concerns whether the sample's level of (in this case) apathy matches
the range of apathy represented by the scale, was evaluated by analyses of total score distribution, skewness and floor-/ceiling effects. Floor/ceiling effects up to 20% are generally considered acceptable. Skewness should preferably be between -1 and +1 (27).

Score reliability was assessed by Cronbach´s alpha, which should be >0.8. Due to the relatively large number of items, which inflates alpha, we also analysed the homogeneity coefficient (mean inter-item correlation), which should be >0.3 (27, 37). In addition, the standard error of measurement (SEM) was computed (SEM= SDx√1-alpha) (27).

To evaluate construct validity, we assessed Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients between AES-S, AES-I and HADS-D/-A scores. Apathy and depression are concepts that are theoretically expected to be somewhat related and therefore display a moderate correlation level (between about 0.40-0.59) (43-47), whereas anxiety should exhibit a weaker correlation with apathy (between about 0.20-0.39) (47). The inter-correlation between AES-S and AES-I should be strong (>0.60) (47).

Analyses, performed using IBM SPSS Statistics version 22, FACTOR version 9.3.1 (41) and Microsoft Excel for Mac 2011 version 14.0, focus on the total sample. In table 1 and 2 the results are displayed in more detail.

**Results**

A total of 496 AES-S and 403 AES-I forms were collected (see figure 2). Reasons for attrition included non-consent (n=4) and lack of a suitable relative (AES-I; n=87).
Four MCS subjects could not be characterized as SCD or MCI due to incomplete neuropsychological assessments. HADS data were missing for 30 participants due to administrative errors.

Demographic and descriptive data are presented in Table 1. The sample consisted of 201 HCs (39 %), 97 people with SCD (19 %), 125 people with MCI (24 %), 71 people with PD (14 %) and 17 people with PDD/DLB (3 %).

Psychometric properties of the Swedish AES

Data completeness, scaling assumptions, targeting and reliability are presented in Table 2. Item level data completeness ranged 97.4-99.6 % for AES-S and 96.8-99.8 % for the AES-I with the lower values consistently representing items 6 and 11. Also item 15 marked out with a slightly, but acceptable, higher percentage of missing data (AES-S 1.8 % and AES-I 2.0 %). Total scores could be calculated from 92.9 % (n=461) and 91.0 % (n=367) of AES-S and AES-I forms, respectively.

In the total sample, AES-S and AES-I item mean scores ranged 1.6-2.3 and 1.8-2.2, respectively. Item SD ranged 0.8-1.1 for both forms. Corrected item-total correlations in the total sample were ≥0.37, with the lowest correlations representing item 6 for both versions. The other items displayed correlation values >0.5.

Table 3 presents PCA results. Data suitability for factor analysis for both forms were good with no zero correlations, significant Bartlett’s tests and Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin statistics >0.80. Traditional Pearson based PCA suggested a two-dimensional structure for both AES versions. However, polychoric based PCAs with PA supported
unidimensionality and therefore the summation of items into a total score. The identified single component explained 61.2% of the total variance (eigenvalue 11.1) for the AES-S and 62.8% (eigenvalue 11.3) for the AES-I. Corresponding values for the second components were 6.5% and 6.0% (95th percentiles for PA generated random matrices were 1.42 and 1.45, respectively).

Targeting analyses (Table 2) indicated mean total scores somewhat below the scale mid-point for both forms. However, the scale mid-point was within one SD of observed mean scores. A slight skewness, just above +1, was found in the total sample for AES-S but not the AES-I. Floor/ceiling effects were acceptable.

Reliability (Cronbach's alpha) was 0.95 for both the AES-S and AES-I (Table 2). The correlation between AES-S and AES-I for the total sample was 0.74. AES-S and HADS-D scores correlated 0.48 and AES-S and HADS-A scores correlated 0.35. Corresponding coefficients for the AES-I were 0.35 and 0.21.

Discussion

This study tested the psychometric properties of Swedish versions of the AES-S and AES-I by employing methods similar to those used for testing the original versions. Our CTT based observations indicate that the Swedish versions exhibit properties that with few exceptions are in general alignment with the original English versions. Furthermore, application of PCA methodology that account for the ordinal nature of data yielded good evidence for the unidimensionality of the AES, and thus the use of summed total scores. In addition, we found support for construct validity by demonstrating expected correlations between AES-S/AES-I and HADS-D and
HADS-A scores, as well as a strong correlation between AES-S and AES-I scores.

Scaling assumptions in the total sample provided support for legitimate summation of item scores into a total score. However, it should be pointed out that item 6 exhibited relatively low corrected item-total correlations in the separate cohorts (≤0.38). Floor and ceiling effects were generally low (<3.3%), which suggests good targeting and together with a relatively low SEM (2.7-2.9), provide evidence that the scales meet basic premises for being able to detect group differences and changes over time. This is further corroborated by reliability indices in accord with those originally presented by Marin et al., who reported Cronbach’s alpha values of 0.86 for the AES-S and 0.94 for the AES-I (15). This constitutes an important aspect of the scales’ usefulness in both research and clinical settings. However, empirical tests of responsiveness are required for any firm conclusions to be made in this respect.

The original study by Marin et al, 1991, using PCA, suggested that the AES-I and AES-S predominately represent single component scales, although three components per version were detected (general apathy, interest and insight/concern). The additional components accounted for low percentages of the explained variances (5-10%) (15). Also in a study by Clarke et al, 2007, using principal axis analyses with varimax rotation multidimensionality was demonstrated with the component “apathy” being the predominant one. Clarke et al, 2007, identified two components, for the AES-I “apathy” and “interest” and for the AES-S “apathy” and “other”. However, the face validity of the “other” component was questioned since the items were theoretically difficult to combine, but instead represented double negative wordings
One reason for such counterintuitive results regarding the dimensionality of the scale may be the use of traditional Pearson based correlation matrices and somewhat arbitrary rules for determining the number of components to be extracted (e.g., the eigenvalue > 1 rule or the rule of > 3 items per component). In this study we attempted to replicate the original PCA performed by Marin et al., 1991 (15), moreover we also applied an alternative approach that accounts for the ordinal nature of item level data by basing the PCAs on polychoric correlation matrices and employed PA for determining the number of components to be extracted (40-42). Accordingly, our Pearson based replicated analyses suggested a two-dimensional structure, whereas the polychoric based analyses provided clear evidence for unidimensionality. These results of unidimensionality we believe constitute an important novel finding since it more strongly suggest that the AES-S and AES-I reflect a single common psychological variable (apathy) and thus legitimise the summation of a total score.

In alignment with previous findings, our traditional PCA approach suggested a second component for both versions consisting mainly of item 15 and the double negatively worded items 6, 10 and 11. These were also the items that loaded in the third component in the study by Marin et al., 1991. (15). Despite evidence of unidimensionality in this study, these findings collectively illustrate the problems of using such negatively worded questions and moreover, possibly display the theoretical difficulty to value one's own level of understanding of one's problems (item 15). The lower (although acceptable) percentage of data completeness for these items and the lower corrected item-total correlations for item 6 may well represent additional aspects of the same problem.
In theory, the different versions of AES should be strongly correlated. In the original study, Marin et al. 1991, demonstrated a significant but moderate inter-correlation coefficient of 0.43 between AES-S and AES-I (15). In this study we report a higher correlation in support of convergent validity (0.74). Using correlations with the Zung self-rating depression and anxiety scales (49, 50), Marin et al, 1991. also suggested that the AES discriminates apathy from these conditions (AES-S vs depression 0.42, AES-S vs anxiety 0.42; corresponding figures for AES-I 0.27 and 0.23, respectively) (15). Our observations, using the HADS, are in line with these findings and support the notion that AES-S and AES-I discriminates apathy from depression and anxiety. Despite the fact that the scales by Zung were not used in this study, we consider the two scales to be of similar value, justifying the use of HADS in this setting.

The study design did not allow for assessment of test-retest reliability, to perform a multitrait-multimethod matrix as used by Marin et al. 1991, to address construct validity or to assess and evaluate the AES-C. This constitutes limitations together with the inability to have a clinician diagnose the presence or absence of apathy to gain a diagnostic golden standard for analyses of sensitivity and specificity. Although the translation process was performed systematically, the lack of native English-speaking back-translators and the involvement of authors in the process may also be seen as a limitation. Moreover, only a fraction of the participants had a diagnosis of dementia and no one had a diagnosis of AD. However, this study represents a thorough and detailed CTT based psychometric analysis of the AES-S and AES-I in a relatively large sample, which to our knowledge is the first to take account for the ordinal nature of item level data by conducting a polychoric based PCA for the assessment of dimensionality according to recommended procedures (42).
Conclusion

To conclude, our study provides initial support that this Swedish version of AES-S and AES-I works in alignment with the English original according to CTT based psychometric criteria, including evidence for scale unidimensionality, and may be adopted for use in clinical and research settings. Further studies to address test-retests reliability and to examine the AES-C are warranted. Such studies should also consider using a larger sample of subjects with dementia and using modern test theory methodologies, for example Rasch measurement theory (27), for an even more thorough assessment.
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### Tables and table legends

**Table 1. Descriptive data according to clinical group**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical group*</th>
<th>N ( % )</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Median (q1-q3)</th>
<th>Median (q1-q3)</th>
<th>Median (q1-q3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>125 (62.2)</td>
<td>75 (5)</td>
<td>29 (28-30)</td>
<td>1 (0-3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCD</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>54 (55.7)</td>
<td>70 (6)</td>
<td>29 (27-30)</td>
<td>3 (1-5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCI</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>60 (48.0)</td>
<td>71 (6)</td>
<td>27 (26-28)</td>
<td>3 (1-5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>31 (43.7)</td>
<td>67 (9)</td>
<td>29 (27-30)</td>
<td>3 (2-6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDD/DLB</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4 (23.5)</td>
<td>74 (6)</td>
<td>23 (20-24)</td>
<td>8 (5-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>274 (53.6)</td>
<td>72 (7)</td>
<td>29 (27-29)</td>
<td>2 (1-5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: HC=Cognitively healthy controls, DLB=Lewy Body Disease with Dementia, F=female, HADS-A=Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale – Anxiety, HADS-D=Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale – Depression, MMSE=Mini Mental State Examination, N=number, MCI=Mild Cognitive Impairment, PD=Parkinson’s disease, PDD=Parkinson’s disease with dementia and SCD=Subjective Cognitive Decline. Missing data: *Clinical group (n=4 (due to incomplete neuropsychological assessment), HADS-D (n=30), HADS-A (n=30) (due to administrative errors).
### Table 2. The psychometric properties of the Swedish AES-S and AES-I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AES-S</th>
<th>AES-I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total (n=496)</td>
<td>HC (n=199)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Values</td>
<td>Values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data quality*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computation total score (%)</td>
<td>92.9%</td>
<td>95.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item level data completeness (%)</td>
<td>97.4-99.6%</td>
<td>98.5-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychometric properties$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaling assumptions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item mean score (min-max)</td>
<td>1.6-2.3</td>
<td>1.1-2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item SD (min-max)</td>
<td>0.8-1.1</td>
<td>0.4-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item-total correlations (min-max)</td>
<td>0.37-0.82</td>
<td>0.19-0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeting$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed mean (SD)</td>
<td>34.2 (11.9)</td>
<td>28.0 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed min-max</td>
<td>18–72</td>
<td>18–43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor effect (% scoring 18)</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceiling effect (% scoring 72)</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach’s alpha</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean inter-item correlation</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM (SD/√α)</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: AES=Apathy Evaluation Scale, AES-S=AES Self, AES-I=AES Informant, CI=confidence interval, SD=standard deviation, SEM=standard error of measurement, HC=Cognitively healthy controls, MCI=Mild Cognitive Impairment, PS=Parkinsonian symptoms. *Calculated using complete and incorrect filled out AES forms, no other missing data were used in the statistical analysis of data quality. $Calculated only using AES were computable total score could be obtained. %Corrected item-total correlations. §Scale mid-point=54 (min-max=18–72).
Table 3. Principal component analyses* of the Swedish AES-S and AES-I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AES-S</th>
<th></th>
<th>AES-I</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PearsonC</td>
<td>PA-PCC*</td>
<td>PearsonC</td>
<td>PA-PCC*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Loading</td>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Loading</td>
<td>Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Loading</td>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Loading</td>
<td>Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.689</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.820</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.720</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.674</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.713</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.610</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Eigenvalue; % variance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component 1</th>
<th>9.97</th>
<th>55.37%</th>
<th>11.14</th>
<th>61.2%</th>
<th>10.12</th>
<th>56.21%</th>
<th>11.3</th>
<th>62.81%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Eigenvalue; % variance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component 2</th>
<th>1.138</th>
<th>6.32%</th>
<th>1.145</th>
<th>6.36%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Abbreviations: AES=Apathy Evaluation Scale, AES-I=AES informant rated, AES-S= AES self rated, PearsonC=Loading matrix Pearson correlation, PA-PCC=Loading matrix Polychoric correlation with parallel analysis. Total sample with full AES data (AES-S n=461, AES-I n=367). *Applying varimax as rotation method and using Pearson correlations and polychoric correlations with parallel analysis. Rotated loading matrix. % Unrotated loading matrix (rotated loading matrix unachievable for Pa-PCC due to PA resulting in only 1 component). AES-S: Bartlett's statistic = 5771 (df=153), p<0.000. KMO =0.958. AES-I: Bartlett's statistic =4880 (df=153), p<0.000. KMO =0.952
**Figure legends**

Figure 1. The Apathy Evaluation Scale (self-rated version)

Figure 2. Flowchart of inclusion, missing data and data analyses

**Abbreviations:** AES-I=Apathy Evaluation Scale Informant, AES-S=Apathy Evaluation Scale Self, NP Neuropsychological. *Incorrect filled out forms are not regarded as missing data. **Incorrect filled out forms (AES-S n=35, AES-I n=36) are only integrated in statistical analyses regarding data quality.**